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a b s t r a c t

We measure the effect of bank failures on economic growth using
data from 1900 to 1930, a period without active government sta-
bilization policies and several severe banking crises. VAR model
estimates suggest bank failures have long-lasting negative effects
on economic growth. A bank failure shock involving one percent
of system liabilities leads to a 6.5% reduction in GNP growth within
three quarters and a measurable reduction for 10 quarters. Panel
VAR model estimates for the 48 states show bank failures aggra-
vate commercial non-bank failures. Institutional and regulatory
features affect the intensity of the bank failure effect. We find that
bank failures have a larger impact in states with deposit insurance,
in states more heavily concentrated in agriculture, and in states
with fewer large firms. However, because a number of states exhi-
bit all three characteristics, we are not able to clearly identify the
true marginal effects of these factors independently.
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1. Introduction

The impact of bank failures on economic growth is an important topic in macroeconomics. In this
paper we investigate the effect of bank failures on economic activity using data from 1900 to 1930.
The sample includes many episodes of bank distress, including at least one serious banking panic
and several less severe crises in which many small banks failed or temporarily suspended redemp-
tions. Unlike data from modern banking crisis, our sample excludes the confounding effects of a
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systematic government reaction function. During the 1900–1930 sample period, the government es-
chewed policies to offset the economic consequences of bank suspensions and failures.1 Studies that
use modern data to measure the effects of banking sector distress on economic growth may produce
unreliable estimates unless they account for government policies enacted to attenuate the effects of a
banking crisis.2 The combination of bank failures and the absence of a modern-style government reaction
function during our sample period allow us to identify the effect of bank distress on economic activity.

We use a vector autoregression (VAR) to model the relationship between bank failures and the
growth rate of industrial production and aggregate output (GNP). The severity of bank failures is mea-
sured as the share of banking system liabilities (predominantly deposits) in failed banks and trusts
including all state- and nationally-chartered institutions. In addition to measures of economic activity
and bank system distress, we include stock market returns, interest rate spreads, inflation, and money
growth in the VAR system.

Granger causality tests show that, other things equal, an increase in the liabilities of failed banks
reduces industrial production and GNP growth. We find that, all else constant, a one standard devia-
tion innovation (14 basis points) in the share of liabilities in failed banks results in a cumulative 1.9%
decline in industrial production (IP) growth and a cumulative 0.8% decline in GNP growth over the fol-
lowing three quarters. Our estimates suggest that the effects of bank failures are long-lasting: after 10
quarters the cumulative decline in both IP growth and GNP growth is still approximately 0.9%. A direct
implication of our results is that the failure of an important financial institution (or institutions), in the
absence of intervention, is likely to have protracted macroeconomic effects.3

Regarding banking system distress, we find that stock market returns and interest rate spreads
both Granger-cause failed bank liabilities over this sample period, but negative shocks to economic
growth and industrial production do not lead to an increase in failed-bank liabilities. In many ways,
our findings are consistent with Davis, Hanes, and Rhode (2009) and Hanes and Rhode (2010) who ar-
gue that the primary cause of bank failures and banking panics during the National Banking Era were
weather-driven fluctuations in the cotton harvest that created banking sector instability indirectly
through their effects on financial markets. During this period, a sizable proportion of US export reve-
nues came from cotton exports to Europe. Severe weather in the US cotton belt impacted US financial
markets—stock prices declined and domestic interest rates rose in reaction to negative weather news.
These market shocks affected banks’ balance sheets and in some cases lead to bank suspensions or fail-
ures. Our VAR model captures a similar transmission mechanism between the real and financial sec-
tors over the 1900–1930 period.

We supplement our aggregate growth analysis using data on the liabilities of non-bank commercial
failures at the state level. We provide additional evidence on the strength of the bank credit channel
using a panel VAR model for all 48 states. Our estimates suggest that a bank failure shock has a pro-
nounced effect on non-bank commercial failures for multiple subsequent quarters. We also investigate
whether institutional or regulatory differences across states influence the intensity with which bank
failures propagate commercial failures. Using the existing literature as a guide, we focus on differences
in state deposit insurance, industrial composition (agriculture versus manufacturing), population den-
sity and average firm size as factors that may determine the magnitude of bank failure effects. We find
the impact of bank failures to be 3.4–6 times larger in states with deposit insurance and 2.5–4 times
worse in agricultural states. We also find that bank failures have a larger impact in states with smaller
than average firm size. A number of states exhibit all three characteristics in our sample period and
our methodology is not able to distinguish the marginal contributions of these separate factors.

In addition to examining the importance of selected differences among states, we investigate
whether effect of bank failure differs between pre- and post-1914, the year in which the Federal

1 The government did not use expansionary monetary or fiscal policies to offset the economic impacts of bank failures. Some
government actions were taken that likely reduced the likelihood that banks might fail, but no modern-style policies were used to
stimulate aggregate demand after banks failed. We elaborate in Section 2.

2 Hogart, Reis, and Saporta (2002) and Boyd, Kwak, and Smith (2005) compare financial crisis output losses relative to long-run
trend growth or the growth in potential output. Their loss estimates include the growth effects of government policy reactions to
attenuate the recessions associated with the financial crisis studied in these papers.

3 Hogart, Reis, and Saporta (2002), Boyd, Kwak, and Smith (2005) and Anari, Kolari, and Mason (2005) also find long lasting
effects associated with bank failures. We elaborate more on this issue in Section 4.
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